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Acrobats
Bud Light Daredevils to
perform at basketball game.
Monday, January 24, 1994

3 graduation
•
ceremomes

a possibility
Falk said three May ceremonies would provide adequate seating inside Lantz
Vice
President
for Gymnasium in the event of
Institutional Advancement poor weather. The seating
Stephen Falk said Friday a capacity
for
Lantz
revised plan to hold three . Gymnasium is ·5,400 people,
graduation ceremonies in with 1,200 floor seats availMay will be proposed at this able and 4,200 bleacher
week's Student Senate meet- seats.
ing and could take effect as
If ceremonies were held in
early as May.
Lantz, students would be
Even if May graduation issued six to eight tickets
ceremonies are changed, Falk depending on their needs,
said, officials won't discuss Falk said. Last fall, students
summer and fall ceremonies were issued five tickets for
until after the May com- the December ceremony.
mencement. The graduation
During May ceremonies,
committee's proposed plan graduates have unlimited
for the May graduation will seating, causing overcrowdinclude ceremonies on the ing if the weather doesn't
Library Quad at 9 a.m., noon cooperate, Falk said.
and3p.m.
Charleen Anderson, assisIf ceremony changes are tant director of alumni relaapproved by the senate, Falk tions, said "safety reasons"
said, he hopes having three were also a motive in proposcommencements in May will ing the three-ceremony forrelieve the problem of over- mat. Anderson said people
crowding that occurs with standing in the exits and
one ceremony.
aisles create a "dangerous
"Our goal is to do every- situation" in the event of an
thing we can to have a digni- emergency.
fied and memorable comOther proposals the gradumencement," he added.
ation committee considered
Eastern has traditionally included having only one
held graduation ceremonies graduation ceremony per
in May and August on the year in May - a plan Falk
Library Quad and December said was "impractical at this
ceremonies 'inside Lantz point."
Gymnasium.
• Continued on Page 2

By DAN DAHILL
Staff writer

LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer

twave?
ttler and Ryan Flickinger, students at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
the outside Saturday afternoon while visiting friends at the University Court

nts.

carrier to appeal
preme Co111·t ruling
les County man plans to appeal an
· Supreme Court ruling upholding a
law making it illegal to knowingly
•t the AIDS virus, his attorney said
thy Lunsford, 25, of Charleston was
din 1991 of knowingly engaging in
that could transmit HIV, the virus
uses AIDS, to a Mattoon woman. He is
'ting the appeal, Mattoon attorney
Bonelli said.
is his wish that we go on and ask for an

appeal," Bonelli said. "I don't know exactly
what form that appeal will take."
In a unanimous opinion released Thursday,
the state's highest court rejected arguments
that the state law was too vague, saying
"vagueness, like beauty, may be in the eye of
the beholder."
In a three-page opinion, the court said that
"We, however, read the statute as being sufficiently clear and explicit so that a person of
ordinary intelligence need not have to guess
at its meaning."
However, Bonelli contends the law under
which Lunsford was charged is too vague and
• Continued on Page 2

tons' investment L.A
olves loan interest
E ROCK, Ark. (AP) - Most of the $68,900 that
dent and Mrs. Clinton say they put into the
ater real estate venture appears to involve pay-·
of interest on loans they took out for the company
re subsequently able to deduct from their personal
taxes.
rding to tax records and interviews with Clinton
, the Clintons deducted at least $41,000 on tax
from 1978 to 1988 for interest on loans for
ter Development Co. Inc.
Clintons' prime financial role at Whitewater may
been to make interest payments for a money-losing
y they co-owned.
like most Americans who make loan or mortgage
ts, they took the interest deductions.
deductions included $19,021 in interest payments
on the Clintons' 1980-91 tax returns that they
ade public in 1992. They also deducted about
in Whitewater-related interest in 1978 and about
in 1979, according to White House senior adviser
Lindsey and Denver lawyer James Lyons, who
ed Whitewater for the Clinton presidential camin 1992.
" Continued on Page 2

recovery continues

LOS ANGELES (AP) Before makeshift altars in
church gymnasiums and tent
cities Sunday, Angelenos gave
thanks for what they'd salvaged and gathered strength
to plunge back into an earthquake-twisted version of normalcy.
St. Monica's Roman
Catholic Church in Santa
Monica, damaged in the 1971
Sylmar earthquake, was
closed again after Monday's
$30 billion quake cracked
walls and sent frescoes tumbling onto the altar. The
5,000-member parish held
Mass in the gym - and
planned 11 baptisms Sunday.
"The greatest lesson in all
this to me is that now we
know that God does not
always exist just in churches,"
said the Rev. Doug Glassman,
celebrating Mass on a gym
floor protected by green
tarpaulins. "The church may

'~
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he greatest lesson in all this to me
is that now we know that God does not

always exist just in churches."
-Rev. Doug Glassman
be destroyed but they will
never, ever take away our
faith."
It was a scene repeated
across Los Angeles as thou~
sands displaced by the quake
struggled to find temporary
lodging or get their own
homes habitable again.
Salvation Army chaplains
held services in English and
Spanish at several of the six
temporary tent cities. Other
congregations met in gyms or
battered churches. And the
flock from the Messiah Baptist
Church in South Central Los

Angeles carpooled to Temple
Israel of Hollywood, offered as
an alternative since it wasn't
in use Sunday.
Federal and local officials
intensified their efforts to
reach thousands of jittery survivors - many of them recent
immigrants from Central
America - who spent the week
at makeshift camps in parks
and open spots. Because of the
continuing aftershocks, many
are afraid to return to their
homes and apartments even
though the buildings haven't
been condemned.

.
'
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FROM PAGE ONE
Fake coac
Graduation ____________ surrenders
to police
•From Page 1

Additional proposals
included continuing May
and December ceremonies
and eliminating the summer's August ceremony.
Another plan was to eliminate the December ceremo-

ny and have ceremonies in
May and August , Falk
said.
Anderson said holding a
9 a .m . ceremony would
cause inconveniences for
families traveling from the
Chicago area and also outof-state travelers.

•From Page 1

could be broadly applied. He argued in
1991 that an infected mother nursing
her child or a person sneezing in an
elevator could be judged illegal acts.
Coles County Circuit Judge Ashton
Waller agreed with Bonelli's arguments and ruled the state law regarding HIV transmission to be unconstitutional.
But the Coles County State's
Attorney's Office appealed the ruling.
Winning an appeal, Lunsford's case
was combined with a St. Clair County
case and was heard by the Illinois
Supreme Court.

Traffic congestion could
pose another problem if
three ceremonies were held
on the same day.
Amy Jobin, a graduation
committee member, said
traffic problems wouldn't
be any worse than
November's- annual Pa-

Lunsford allegedly had sex with a
Mattoon woman without telling her he
was infected with HIV. Rape charges
were later filed against Lunsford. The
St. Clair County case, which was overturned with the Lunsford case, is
against a woman who allegedly had
sex without informing her partner she
hadHIY.
Coles County State's Attorney Steve
Ferguson said he has to wait to see if
Bonelli will appeal the case further
before he decides if he wi ll refile
charges. He said he should know by
mid-February whether the case will be
retried.
"The ball is still in the defendant's

rent's Weekend.
"Route 16 will always
have traffic problems any
time there is a big event at
Eastern," Jobin added.
"The crowds are getting
bigger every year, so having three graduation ceremonies is almost a must."

court right now," Ferguson said.
Bonelli has the option of asking the
state Supreme Court to rehear the case
or appealing to the U.S. Supreme
Court. If such an appeal is made, the
county would have to hold off prosecuting the case.
The state law says a person cannot
involve themselves in intimate contact,
share needles or donate blood and
organs if he or she knows he or she has
HIY. A conviction could lead to seven
years in prison.
Bonelli said he has to consult with
the American Civil Liberties Union
and Chicago attorneys before he files
his appeal.

Whitewater_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• FromPage 1

The Clintons have not
released their 1978 and
1979 tax returns, but
Lindsey and Lyons confirmed the figures in interviews with The Associated
Press last week.
The Clintons began
Whitewater, in.. uns ~ith.
James and Susan McDougal

to develop a retirement and
vacation community in the
Ozark Mountains.
Now federal authorities
are investigating whether
funds of t~e Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan
that James McDougal
owned in Arkansas were
improperly diverted to other
entities1 or used to pay political or personal debts of

~
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3 GREAT THINGS TO DO
WITH MY SANDWICHES

JIMMY JOHN'S®
GOURMET SUBS
"WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"

345~1075

YOUR MON WANTS YOU TO EAT AT llMMY IOHN'S
©COPYRIGHT i 992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.
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prominent Arkansans, including then-Gov. Clinton.
The
Clintons
and
McDougal h ave denied
wrongdoing.
The question of how much
the Clintons lost in
Whitewater has been
around since 1992, when his
presidential campaign hired
Lyons to review their business dealings.

The campaign report
found that the Clintons had
"invested, loaned or otherwise advanced" $68,900 to
the Whitewater venture ''for
which you have not received
any return."
In computing the figure,
officials said the report
counted only payments that
came directly from the
Clintons.

CHICAGO (AP) - For three ye
students and teachers at N
North High School knew "Co
Motley" as a talented basketb
coach who ran a disciplined te
and worried about getting
players into college.
Now they're wondering w
else he might have been.
Investigators said Sunday t
Gregory B. Motley, a non-tea
ing employee of the Board
Education, took on the identity
Phillip Motley of Dublin, 0 ·
who at one time had applied fo
teaching job in Chicago.
Gregory Motley surrendered
police Saturday and was cb.ar
with forgery. His lawyer, J'
Tunick, did not return teleph
calls Sunday.
About three years ago , t
school board mistakenly ga
Motley the Ohio man's nam
Social Security number a
teaching credentials, Sgt. Ro
Hogan said.
"They were going to update
Chicago man's file and mistak
ly gave him the Ohio man's fi
Hogan said. "He just altered
file a little and used it to ap
for the job." He was hired as
teacher and developed a repu
tion as a conscientious, dis
pline-oriented boys' basketb
coach.
"Getting kids into college, t
was his main thought," said ·
basketball coach Kenneth Cou
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rade appeals
eadline nears
or her performance in the
course such as personality,
race or sex . The fourth
tudents desiring to appeal instance is when an instrucurse grade for the past tor assigns a grade on subsemester have only a few stantially different standards
remaining to file com- than those announced in
ints, said Shirley Von- class.
el, Student Government
To appeal a grade, a stutive vice president.
dent should first speak with
he deadline for grade the instructor of the course in
als for fall semester '93 which he or she received that
eb. 9. Students with ques- - grade.
ns about grade appeals
If the conflict cannot be
uld contact VonBokel at resolved between student and
Student Government instructor, the student should
ce in the Martin Luther go to the department head for
Jr. University Union.
that course. Next, the student
onBokel said there are will be asked to write a letter
different situations of appeal to VonBokel and the
re a grade will be consid- Department of Grade Apfor appeal. The first is peals Commission.
error in the calculation of
YonBokel, who represents
ade. A second instance the student's voice, will reach
Ives an instructor assign- a compromise with the coma ~rade to a student mission and the grade will be
ed on more demanding decided from there.
dards than those applied
"Often times students shy
other students.
away from an appeal,'' said
Another situation is when VonBokel, but if they have a
dent is assigned a grade valid reason, "they should
some basis other than his definitely try."

orkshop to deal
ith appearance

9
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"TCBY"

All The Pleasure. None Of The Guilt.

<S@lb@00&lb
WAFFLE CONE SALE
Limited Time

Buy One Get One

FREE
Choose a delicious waffle cone with the delicious
"TCBY" frozen yogurt of your choice and get a
second cone free . You better hurry, though. This
Colossal Waffle Cone Sale won't last long!

Good only with coupon.
Offer expires Jan. 31, 1994

LAMBDA CH

I

ALPHA

f

Examining how popular out her 12 years at Eastern,
ture stresses exercise , said the focus of the worklooks and what people shop is on culture and how it
do to achieve those stan- influences people's behavior.
ds is the objective of a
"There is currently a lot of
rkshop sponsored by Eas- pressure on men and -women
's Counseling Center.
because our culture sends
"Transforming
Body messages about what is
ge," conducted by Genie desirable,'' Lenihan said.
· an of Eastern's psycholThe workshop, which has
department, will be at 7 been held the last three
. Monday
in
the years, will offer exercises' and
mgham Room of the self-quizzes that analyze attitin Luther King Jr. tudes about issues such as
'versity Union.
health or beauty created by
nihan, who has conduct- · popu-lar culture, Lenihan
seminars on such issues said.
eating disorders through- Staff report

MONDAY: NCAA
Basketball Headquarters
ot Buffet & Salad Bar
$5.25
11-2 p.m. All You Can Eat
Large Selection!
Beer Specials
20

oz. Bud Light &:. Miller Lite
Never a Cover

Lunch
Chili $1.25
Grilled Chicken $3.50
Dinner
Fish Sandwich $2.95
19 to Enter; 21 to drink

Search No More!

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
0 Dishwashers
1,2, &... 3 Bedroom
0 Balconies
Furnished Units
° Free Trash &... Parking 0 Laundry
° Central AC
0

Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment

or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 101
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

The Real Live Brady BuncbAppearing
at
EIU

Feb.8
7 p.m.
Grand
Ballroom

w1N
a ticket
to see the

Real Live
Brady
Bunch

Trivia Contest
Who escorted Marcia to her Junior Prom? _____________
Your Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1111

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Fill in and return to the University Board Office, Room 201 Union
by Friday, Jan. 28, 1994. The winner will be drawn from all correct
entries received . Answer to Last Week's Answer: Kitty Karryall

Students need to get a spine and bundle u
Did you know if you stood
nationwide because of the
outside wearing no pants last
cold. But look at the people
"How hard is it who died directly from the
week it would take an hour
for you to go into a coma?
for the average cold temperatures and not
Taking that fact and the
from weather-related accihorrible weather conditions
dents. The majority of them
dle up? A hat
into consideration, most
were elderly or extremely
a coat
everyone can agree that ceryoung.
Professors had more to
tain school days should have
slwuldhave
from
the cold than students
been canceled~
fine
That is of course, if you
did.
don't take any other facts into Clula
There are always some s
Seper
consideration.
dents who can't make it to
For instance, the longest
their classes, and the univer
on walk on campvs is from Carman Hall to Old
sity made allowances for them. The university
Main, which takes 20 minutes at the most. So, any
closed all of its off- campus sites, and professors
pantless wonder would have to walk from Carman
would have been mad not to allow some leniency
to Old Main, back to Carman, back to Old Main, and
for their commuting students.
be heading back to Carman again before he 'or she
But the fact is that most of this campus lives in a
slipped into a coma.
two-mile radius of the school. About 70 percent of
This person would also have to walk outside the
the student population lives in the residence halls
entire time and never enter the Martin Luther King
in the apartments immediately off-campus.
Jr. University Union, the Fine Arts Building or
How hard is it for the average student to bundle
Buzzard Building - just a few places someone could
up? A hat and a coat should have been just fine for
seek shelter on the way to Old Main.
most everyone. If students left for classes a few mi
But most Eastern students weren't pantless last
utes early, dodging into a few buildings would all
week, they were lazy. As "life-threatening wind
them to have a respite from the cold.
chills" and seven inches of snow came barreling
In many ways, I feel bad for Jorns. He has inherit
through the city last week, students everywhere
· ed a school without a spine or a tolerance for the
cold. Eastern students can't stand up to a challen
were looking to slink back into their beds, not
attend school and attempt to get the university to
- even as one as minuscule as this week's snrj.Wauthorize their own laziness.
storm.
What would happen if Eastern students should
Last week's California earthquake is a perfect
ever have to face a real challenge?
,
example of a challenge. Measuring 6.6 on the
As soon as the snow fell, students had delusions
Richter scale, the quake caused $30 billion in dam·
of cancelled classes. About 30 people called The
age, the state's main freeways to crumble and m
residents to become homeless.
Daily Eastern News the first night of the snowstorm,
asking if school would be closed. Eastern President
What would Eastern students do if they were in
David Jorns said he received 20 calls at home and
California to face such a challenge?
even more at work from students complaining about
They would probably jump into a coffin and co
the weather.
plain how little room they had inside.
"They were basically uncomfortable," Jorns said.
"They didn't want to walk in the cold weather."
- Chris Seper is managing editor and a regular
Granted, there were more than 100 deaths
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

student to bun-

and

beenjust
for
most everyone."
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Students should
look to adviser
for real answers
Many students want answers ~:m the reasoning behind academic adviser john Coffey's temporary reassignment to the education department. But they won't be getting any answers
from Eastern's administration.
During winter break, Coffey was moved from
his post as academic adviser in the Academic
Development Center to
- - - - - - - - the education department. Administrators
- - - - - - - - - have refused to comment on the motives for moving Coffey.
Eastern President David jorns said Thursday
that Coffey's reassignment is a personnel matter and will not be openly discussed, which is
w~ll wi_tbiP tll,~_~drninistrati9n's right. The
administration is under no obligation to discuss
the ~~gnment because hirings, firings, conduct complaints and reprimands are all areas
that can be conducted by the administration
behind dosed doors.
This means for the truth behind the reassignment to come out, it will have to come from·
Coffey himself. So far, Coffey has refused to discuss his reassignment on record.
At Wednesday's Student Senate meeting, a
unanimous resolution was passed asking the
administration to be open and honest about
Coffey's job transfer, and many of the 250 students Coffey advised in academic development
have also questioned the move. While the senate's resolution is in effect worthless because it
regards a personnel matter, senate members
and students alike can be commended for taking the initiative to ask questions.
But for students who continue to demand to
know the reasoning behind Coffey's reassignment, they should turn to Coffey himself.
Coffey knows the reason for his reassignment,
and only he can provide students with the
answers they say they want.
The needs of all students, especially minorities, should be the utmost concern of the university. Because Coffey was one of only two
minority advisers in academic development,
removing him brings up questions about lack
of minority representation for the students.
If Coffey was removed from his previous
position for the wrong reasons, he needs to say
so. Until he chooses to end his silence, students
will have little more than rumors and half-truths
to goon.
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Son of murdered
woman tells other
side of the story
Dear editor:
I am enclosing an article written by Kevin Doyle In the Nov.
24, 1993, edition of the Carl
Sandburg High School newspaper in the Chicago suburbs. His
mother, Sheilah Doyle, was murdered July 3, 1992: (Former
Eastern student Greg Jackson, of
Country Club Hills, Is one of three
men who have been charged
with her murder and are currently
awaiting trial.)
"On the evening of July 3,
1993, my mother Sheilah Doyle
left Little Company of Mary
Hospital In Evergreen Park,
where she worked for the past
five years. Saying goodbye to her
fellow co-workers for the last
time, she punched out at 11 : 17
P,l'.ll. and pr~ed to the park·

Your turn
ing lot. Little did she know lurking in the darkness were three
men who decided to follow her
because she was driving a new
1993 black Toyota Camry.
"Life without a mother is more
difficult that most people think. I
often reflect back on the many
good times I spent with my mom
and cherish the countless values
she taught my sisters, Kelly and
Kristin and myself. I only hope I
can touch as many people in my
life as she did in hers.
"Seven weeks of fear finally
ended on Aug. 20, when Antwon
Tyler, 22, Marcus Gray, 16, and
Gregory Jackson, 21, were
accused of first degree murder
and attempted armed robbery In
the shooting of Sheilah Doyle.
"After a long and emotional
summer, returning to school was

probably one of the biggest
obstacles I had to overcome. Th
first day I felt I did not belong. I,
however, kept telling myself tha
I had the tools to survive, to be
close to others, to be productive
and make sense and order out
the student body and things out
side of me. Just by opening up t
others helped tremendously, an
I thank my friends, football
coaches and teachers for understanding me in this difficult time
of sorrow.
"Almost five months later, I
find myself lost, without a mother, but on the other hand, years
from now, I see myself looking
a bright future."
Since you devoted an entire
page to one of Doyle's accused
assailants, Greg Jackson, I feel it
Is only fair that you print her
son's feelings. The pain Is gone
for the murdered woman, but
remains forever with her family.

Judy Mey
I

;
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theJUNCTI.._O......_N......__ _-....
are devils
Union Bowling Lanes Rec. Area
eturn tonight
&

The Bud Light Daredevils
perform their patented
ime show during East's men's basketball ·game
ight against WisconsinBay.
The Daredevils have pered at Eastern since 1986
students have never lost
st in their performances,
assistant athletic director
Lueken.
ey never wear out their
come," Lueken said.
ere's always new students
every year that enjoy seethem."
e group's performances
r the past five years have
n sponsored by the Rontti Distributing Company
Mattoon and have cost the
versity nothing for enternment that attracts an
ase in game attendance,

The JUNCTION offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6 billiard
tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this spring should stop by the
JUNCTION in the Union or ca11 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus show rental ($.35)

said Ron Paap, associate athletic director.
Bob Ronchetti, owner of
Ronchetti Distributing Company, said the daredevils cost
$2,500, but the promotional
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m.... Monday Night COED
advantages and crowd reac6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m.... Tuesday Night COED
tions are worth the price.
4:30
p.m................... Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.*
The Daredevils were
7:00
p.m
................... Wednesday Night Men . .
founded 14 years ago when
*
(ABC
Sanctioned)
the University of Mississippi
mascot, Jeff Hubbard, dared
North end of UNION STATION
cheerleader, Ty Cobb, to do a
M-TH
... 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
flip off a trampoline and dunk
F .......... 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
a basketball. Cobb succeeded,
Sat ....... 2:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
~MARTIN
LUTHER KING JR.
and the crowd went wild.
UNMRSITY UNION
Sun ..... 4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
The next year, the two
cheerleaders turned professional, taking their act to vari- ~·~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=~

LEAGUE TIMES •••

Location ...
Hours ...

c!:I

D
E
LT.A
THE MEN OF _

ousTwo
colleges
and NBA
games.
years
later,
Cobb
approached Anheuser-Busch
with the idea of them sponsor-

c HI

WOU LO LI KE TO THANK

ing
the Daredevil's
act.idea,
The
company
agreed to the
and the next year the slamdunk routine became the Bud
Light Daredevils.

·ends to Savalas:
e ·love ya, baby'
UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. (AP) - Telly Savalas, who made
mark playing movie hoodlums and a tough detective on
dak," was remembered Sunday as a charming man as ·
th as his signature bald head.
Savalas, surrounded by his family, died of prostate cancer
turday at the Sheraton-Universal Hotel, said Mike
akos, his spokesman and longtime friend.
He turned 70 on Friday at the hotel, where he had lived
and on since the 1970s.
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Crafting
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ur store for your gift ideas
d craft supplies!
o offering classes in sweatshirt
· tings, pop bottle dolls, and rag baskets.
r more information call:
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Carry-Out I Delivery • 7Days a Week

Some deals give you 21 pieces.
Some give you 24 pieces.
"1\vo Big" gives you 64 pieces!

•111--~!

Offers good 7Days aWeek on Carry-Out &Delivery
through Feb. 6, 1994 at
Charleston • 909 18th Street
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DELTA SIGMA PHI
1001 Greek Court

~f)R~~~ Rl!J~lHJ ~.~~
Come One ... Come All!

Monday,January 24th - 5 PM
Mexican Casino Night-featuring food from La Bamba!

Tuesday,January 25th - 6 PM
All You Can Eat "Stix" Pizza

Wednesday,January 26th - 6 PM
Pearl Dinner

Thursday,January 27th - 7 PM
"Smoker''

For more information or a ride, call
Eric at 345-4907/House 581-6893

Delta Sigma Phi... One Step Ahead!
- - - - - - - - - - - ...I Q.~-----------------------------~.
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At least 35 people dead
in Colombian massacre
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) Gunmen believe to. be leftist
guerrillas fired automatic
weapons at a gathering of
political rivals early Sunday,
killing at least 35 people,
authorities said.
No one immediately claimed
The massacre in the town of
responsibility
for the attack.
Apartado, 300 miles northwest
About 200 people have been
of Bogota, was the bloodiest in
Colombia in more than five killed in political violence during the past year in the
years.
Eight people were wounded. Apartado region, a steamy
After an emergency security banana-growing area near the
council meeting, President Panamanian border where
Cesar Gaviria ordered a 7 p.m. leftist ·factions are vying for
to 4 a.m. curfew in the political control.
Ramon Gil, acting defense
Apartado region and prohibited the sale of alcohol and the minister, told reporters the
attack occurred after a rally by
carrying of weapons.
He promised to increase the members of the Hope, Peace
military's presence and set a and Freedom Party to gain
$625,000 reward for informa- support for national elections
tion leading to the .arrests of in March. The party, known by
its Spanish initials EPL, was
guerrilla leaders.

-

•

•

-

formed by former guerrillas.
Witnesses said about 20
gunmen with camouflage
paint smeared on their faces
appeared as the EPL members
were celebrating at a street
party. The gunmen, some in
civilian clothes and others in
rebel uniforms - surrounded
the celebrants and opened fire
with automatic weapons,
witnesses said.
"When I heard someone
shout the guerrillas had
arrived, I began to run and
had to struggle with two of
them. They could have killed
me, but I managed to escape,"
Eduard Salas told RCN radio.
He suffered a gunshot wound
to the buttocks.
Gil said some of the victims
were picked out according to a
death list the gunmen brought
with them.

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
AT

JERRY'S PIZZA
& PUB
WE DELIVER - 345-2844

r----------,----:--------,
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LARGE
$2 OFF &
Free QT.
COKE
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- SMALL
$1 OFF &
FREE QT.
COKE
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BIG SCREEN T.V.
SANDWICHES & BEER

Delta Sigma Phi
"MEXICAN CASINO NIGHT"
-featuring food

at the dE<l> House - Greek Court
For Rides and Information
call Eric at 345-4907 /581-6843 ·

1408 SIXTH STREET 217 /345-6533

Now Leasing for '·94-' 9 5
• Oldetown Apts.
• Heritage Apts.
• Polk Ave. Apts.
• 4th & Buchan.an
• 1420 6th St. Apts

Delta Sigma Phi...·
One Step Ahead!

.345-0LDE
•

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVERYTHING'S FREE
After nine years of providing Eastern Students
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on your first visit absolutely
free with this ad! This includes consultation,
treatment, and X-rays if indicated.

Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St.

Call 345-4065 ·
*New Patients only, Ad must be presented on 1st visit
Expires Feb. 10, 1994

LaBamba!

.M onday, January 24, 5 p.m.

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC.
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undance festival attracts ·
___goers, filmmakers alike
~K

CITY, Utah (AP) - Filmgoers face Paradise" and "Public Access" - were seen by
, very few people outside of the festival.
lines. Filmmakers face long odds.
This year's festival, which opened Thursday
at, in a snapshot, is the Sundance Film
'val, the nation's most important collec- with director Mike Newell's "Four Weddings
of movies made outside the Hollywood and a Funeral," has attracted a surprising
'osystem.
number of recognizable actors and producers.
Among them are Andie MacDowell, Eric
'le the festival has reached capacity with
to 70,000 tickets sold for the 10-day run, Stoltz, Matt Dillon, Edward James Olmos,
the most acclaimed films here may have Winona Ryder, Sam Neill and Martin
gh road to U.S. theaters.
Scorsese.
nlike the star-driven, multimillion-dollar
Most films do not have theatrical distribuouts favored by Hollywood, films here tion deals in place.
d to be modest and daring, often deeply
Two exceptions are "Reality Bites" and "The
onal stories more interested in pushing Inkwell," which will be released by Universal
tions than box-office sales.
Pictures and the Walt Disney Co., respectively.
t's that decidedly uncommercial tilt that
"Independent film is no longer just a niche,
many Sundance movies from the public. but a spectrum of moviemaking," said festival
t year's top prize winners - "Ruby in director Geoffrey Gilmore.

tudents 'Want their ne'W school
ed after Bart SimpsoD.'s
ut wait a minute. Isn't
the name of Bart and
Simpson's school on ''The
ons?" Don't have a cow,

man! Given 10 choices, students who will attend the new
school voted overwhelmingly
last week to name the school
after the Simpsons'.
School officials said they
didn't realize the connection
with the television show.

"Quite frankly, none of us
look at 'The Simpsons,' including me," said Furman Miller,
spokesman for Greenwood
County School District 50.
But then patents caught on,
and they say Bart is a bad role
model.

BRIAN'S PLACE

Night Club
Bands
1200 Watt Sound System
Hug·e Dance floor
Best light Show in Central IL
Drink Specials
TAKE THE DRIVE
You Gotta See It to Believe it!

2100 Broadway Mattoon

ILLINOIS LEGISLATIVE STAFF
INTERN PROGRAM

The program is administered by Sangamon State
University. Interns work full-time as research staff for
the unit they serve.
Placements: Four legislative analyst positions with
each of the four partisan leadership staffs, four
general research and science writing positions with
the Legislative Research Unit.
Basic Requirements: Completion of undergraduate
degree prior to starting the internship.
Compensation: $1500 per month
Length of Program: 10 1/2 months
Backgroung preferred: All majors
Application deadline: March 1
Starting date: October 1
For further information and application, contact:
Kent Redfield
Sangamon State University
Springfield, IL 62794- 9243·
-(217)786~ 6602
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TONIGHT!

Beethoven's 2nd (PG)
7:15, 9:15
The Pelican Brief (PG-13)
7:00, 9:45

•••••

niversityC
Theatre c
presents

C

£mre :

~~c
p.m. Feb. 2t 3, 4, 5, C
2 p.m. Feo. 6
•
In the Studio

.,.

udna Fine Arts Center•

$6ADULTS
$5 SENIORS AND
YOUTH

$3 EIU STUDENTS

..

C
C

1581-3110 for Ticket•
information and
..
Reservations beginning
Jan. 31.

C

The University Theatre •
Ticket Office is open from . .
1 to 5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. •
one hour before each . .
formance. Patrons with •
al needs are request- . .
ed to provide advance •
notification.
..

Press here fQr a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the largest corporate data processing
facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

234-4151

Blue chip. Green light State Farm
is one of America's leading insurance companies. Through innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You11 work on state-of-the-art data

processing equipment. You'll go
as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or write Daryl Watson, Assistant
Director, Home Office Personnel
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61710.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Monda , Janua
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Clinton to target .crime
in State of the Union
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton
plans to expand his anti-crime package with
the State of the Union address, supporting a
"three-time lose" proposal to put the most violent felons in jail for life, administration officials said Sunday.
·
With polls showing crime as voters' No. 1
co.n cern, White House speech writers are making sure Clinton's tough-on-thugs plans don't
get lost in Tuesday's sweeping speech to
Congress.
- "Crime started out as a small component
and got larger. It's going to be a significant portion of the speech," said a White House aide
helping to draft the speech.
In general, the State of the Union address is
expected to review Clinton's first year in office,
set goals for 1994 and repeat his key messages
on a number of issues, including health care,
welfare, crime, economic reform, education and
foreign policy. He will not unveil many new
details of proposed programs in the speech,
which aides said had not been completed
Sunday.
"The president wants to talk to the
American people about what he has accomplished, to tell them how he is doing the objectives he laid out - not only in the campaign but

in the start of his presidency," Press Secretary
Dee Dee Myers said.
..,
Clinton, who campaigned as a "new
Democrat," has slowly chipped away at the
Republicans' traditional reputation as being
tougher on crime. He has supported a crime
bill that includes 100,000 new police on city
streets, boot camps for young, non-violent
offenders and a ban on some semiautomatic
weapons.
Expanding his gun control stance, the president recently asked the Justice Department to
study whether gun owners sh<mld undergo the
same type oflicensing requirements as drivers.
Attorney General Janet Reno said Sunday
her department has not completed that study
yet. Aides said the president is not"likely to
firm up his support for the idea in Tuesday's
speech.
But he is expected to endorse a proposal that
would require lifetime jail sentences for people
convicted of three violent felonies, said two
administration officials, including the White
House aide. Both spoke on condition of
anonymity.
·
Appearing Sunday on NBC's "Meet the
Press," Reno declined to say whether Clinton
supported the "three-time loser" concept.

Lawmakers respond to public
outcry with anti-crime agenda
By 111.e Associated Press
Stop the bloody violence, and
you can start by locking up
criminal kids and throwing their
guns away.
That's the public outcry state
lawmakers and governors are
heeding .as they draft laws this
busy election yeat.
Handgun bans- for teenagers,
except for-sport. Life in prison
for unrepentant thugs. Boot
camps for first-timers. Adult trials and prisons for young incorrigibles. Vasectomies for abusive
fathers and weapons-free zones
around schools.
.Associated Press statehouse
bureaus found these and more
in a mountain of bills and proposals offered in the 44 legislatures meeting this year.
In sheer volume, anti-crime
bills dwarf measures to draft
budgets, improve education, fix
welfare, get cracking on health
care reform, and deal with persistent issues like abortion,
drunken driving and gambling.

"As compared to education or
the environment," Iowa state
Sen. Jack Rife explained, "this is
the hot button that gets us all
re-elected.'' Overall, reported
crime is down.
The FBI in October announced a 2.9 percent drop to
141 million reported crimes in
1992, the first decline since
1984.
But violent crime is up. And
the violent are more often
young.
While arrests of adults for
murder and some lesser forms
of homicide rose 11 percent from
1982 to 1991, arrests qf juveniles for those crimes rose 93
percent, the Children's Defense
Fund reported last week.
The numbers electrify lawmakers like Robin Taylor, a
state senator in Alaska, where
some people still leave doors
unlocked.
·~ these statistics move out
of Los Angeles, they come creeping into Anchorage, and from .
there it will get out to the vii-

A.P ART,,M · NTS
94-95

Fall & Summer

i2( 1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms
~" Fully Furnished

&!" Central Air
&!" Garbage Disposals
&!" Dishwashers .
&!" Wooded Location

CALL

YOUNGSTOWN

345-2363
Evening Appts. Welco1ne

lages and hamlets of Alaska;' lie
warned.
Last year nearly half the
states enacted laws dealing with
weapons and youth violence.
This year a dozen propose gun
control measures alone, from
barring gun ownership for anyone under 18, to banning
assault weapons.
Some states are also trying to
prevent youthful crime by linking various agencies working to
guide children into productive .
adulthood.
''There are a lot of legislators
who are saying ' How can we
look across departments? That
the same client is being serviced
by juvenile justice, by job training, by social services, by education." How do we bring them
together to solve the problem?"
said Karl Kurtz, head of state
services for the Denver-based
National Conference of State
Legislatures, which advises
states.
''That's a more sophisticated
approach," he said.

SeNing Charleston &.. Eastern Illinois University

426 W. Lincoln
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Features editor

The "superhighway of inforfar as educational prospects, we think there are real
mation" will be rolling through
Eastern soon. The highway advantages to ekctronics being a part of the educational prowill connect the university cess."
·
with the world as Eastern pre-Hary Nelson
pares to expand the capacity of
its electronic mail and computDi-rector of Computer Services
er networking services to the
entire student body.
until recently when the uni- so that everyone can use it," Croatia was on the network
Currently, E-mail is used by versity installed upgraded Nelson said.
and I thought, 'do they have
most of Eastern's administra- computers.
He
added
Computer time to be doing this?"'
tors and faculty to communi"Now, with the student tech- Services is still working on
Gopher is an open bulletin
cate with each other. However, nical fee in place, the residence converting the system to store board for universities and
it is used by only 5 percent of halls and academic depart- information on the disks, and other institutions to distribute
the student body, said Harry ments put in new computers, he hopes to have it available as much information as they
Nelson director of Computer lifting the quality of computers by the end of this semester.
want.
Services.
on campus and allowing for
One of the outstanding feaNelson described it as the
E-mail is a computerized graphic user interfacing," he tures of the computer network, "bulletin of bulletin boards."
system that allows a connected said.
called "Gopher," is- available
Another feature of the netindividual to access a computNelson said the practicali- currently on most campus work, "newsgroups," allows
er "account" in order to send ties of extending E-mail to stu- computers, Nelson said.
anyone with an account to suband receive messages any- dents spurred the project. He
Gopher is a campus infor- mit, work, research or just
where in the world, N€lson said the extension of E-mail mation system that allows stu- express personal views on any
explained.
would allow students and dents to gather information subject. The program will store
The network allows individ- teachers to communicate elec- from any department on cam- information by topic - allowing
uals to utilize other resources tronically.
pus. Through Gopher, one can anyone to read anything which
- beyond E-mail which other"As far as educational tap into any Gopher across the has been provided ~n that
wise might not have been prospects, we think there are globe connected to the net- topic.
available to them.
real advantages to electronics work.
"Anyone can make a news"What we're creating here is being a part of the educational
Students can tap into group, it's complete anarchy,"
a campus-wide information process," he said. "There are Gophers in the world's top uni- Nelson said.
system," Nelson said. "This is certain kinds of information versities or browse through
"There are zillions of these
located in hundreds of univer- that the only way you can pre- the card catalog of the Library news groups," Nelson said.
sities all over the world.
sent it is electronically - like of Congress. And because the
He added that it is through
"Networking is the inherent analysis of statistical data.
computers are advanced systems like E-mail, Gopher
basis of the information high"If we didn't have the elec- enough to receive graphic and the news groups that the
way. Networking has gone on tronic means of distributing information, one can enjoy field of teaching on the univerin universities, businesses and that information, (teachers) works of art from galleries sity level will completely
government offices all over the couldn't put that into a class."
across the world:
change.
world for years.
Currently, E-mail is not
''The other day I was brows"It will change the way we
"Everybody has built pieces readily accessible for students ing through Gopher and I dis- teach. Suppose you, as a stuof a network," Nelson added. who do not have their own covered a gallery of Mexican dent, could get at all the infor"When we connect to computers. Students can get art," Nelson said. "It gives you m a ti on in the world, then
Champaign, one of the major an E-mail account free of a chance to explore another what you, as a teacher, would
lines on-the national network, charge from the student ser- culture, and then move on to do is teach people how to use
we connect to the world."
another one."
vices center.
information and t:vrn-,"dpto
However, Nelson said the
Their mail, however, would
"The other day I saw knowledge," Nelson said.
-=
, =
,*=
·"=·~
- ====~=========i
majority of the student popula- needtobestoredon ~=::o=====-==-:-:::c::::-::c:::-:-----::-=c::::-::=::::::::::c:::::::==~=--....,,...=
tion does not realize these s~r the hard drive of the
vices are already available on computer they were
most campus computers.
using. This many
The problem is students discouraged many
need to possess a level of com- students from using
puter knowledge to use the the system.
system, Nelson said. The com"What we realplexity of the system discour- ized was the E-mail
ages many students from is not too accessible
learning how to use it.
to students who do
But that is about to change.
not .have their own
Because the Computer machines, so what
Services Department is cur- we thought was,
rently working on implement- could we figure out
ing a new system that would how to make it posmake computer networking sible for students to
fast and easy for the entire store their mail on
campus.
their own floppy
By SUSAN KIEL/ Staff editor
Nelson said the project disk, making it easy Harry Nelson, 'net surfs' on his office computer with the assistance of
could not have been tackled and modem enough Gopher.

SPRING BREAK.

fOUTH PllDRE
lftMID
•High quaity beachfront accommoda1iJns for 7 llCiOOg nights.
•flowld trip chartered motor coach.
• fnle pool deck parties, activities, &
promotions
• lnler-Campus Programs l.D./Olscount

can!.

•On-location staff for complete

assistance.

•Al taxas. tips, & service charges
ilciuded.
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Call
Debra at
581-8032

The Men of Delta Chi
Proudly Present their 1994
Executive Board Officers
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President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant-At-Arms
Alumni Secretary

'N
'B'
'C'
'D'
'E'
'F'

Christopher Desmond
Eric Stanton
Darren White
Tim King
Tom Flynn
Dan Ahlgrim

3485454
Not valid with
any other
coupons or
specials

Massive

20" XXLG
$499 $999
Cheese Only

Add Toppings or
Thick Crust for
only 50¢

~~00000000000000000000000000000000000~0000000~~
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TAP & JAZZ DANCE CLASSES
for TEEN & ADULTS, JACQUELINE BENNETT DANCE CENTER 345-7182

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,000+/month working in Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico , the Caribbean, etc.).
Summer and Full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
Gain Mgmt Experience while in
school. Claire's Boutiques is hiring part-time Mgmt Positions .
Flexible hours. Apply in person
only. Cross County Mall Mattoon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Get
the
jump
on
EIU
Volunteerism ... be the first in your
crowd to become involved.
Disability Services is looking for
readers and escorts. Have you
done this before? Great!! Call to
Renew your commitment 5816583.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
BIRCH TRAIL CAMP FOR
GIRLS-NW Wisconsin: Looking
for counselors & activities
instructors for water skiing, sailing, windsurfing, dance, gymnastics, tennis, photography,
climbing, arts & crafts, archery,
and horseriding. Also needed
are canoe and backpack trip
leaders, secretaries, nurses,
cooks, & kitchen helpers. MidJune through mid-August. Top
pay, transportation allowance,
room and board . Contact
Rachel or Richard-5146 N .
Woodburn, Milwaukee, WI,
53217; (414)962-2548.

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
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SKI RESORT JOBS . Up to
$2 ,000+in salary & benefits.
Ski/Snowboard instructors, lift
operators, wait staff, chalet staff,
+ other positions (including summer) . OVER 15,000 OPENINGS.
For infprmation call:(206)6340469 ext:V5738
_ _ _ _ _ca1/24-2/4,3n-3/1 o

li!JlJBLEl!Jl!JORl!J

I

Fon BENT
Fon li!J.£.LE
LoMT 4? Fo1!ND
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HELP WANTED: TELEMARKETING PROFESSIONALS'-The
Eastern Illinois University Office
of Development is accepting
applications for students who
have excellent communication
skills for the 1994 Telefund program. We seek responsible, energetic, and highly motivational individuals to build fundraising relations with alumni of Eastern. Tile
Worksite will be on the west side
of the Charleston square. Please
apply in person to Jackie at
Brainard House , 1548 Fourth
Street prior to January 28.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
Need a pizza maker part-time.
Apply in person after 4 p.m.
Pagliai 's Pizza. 1600 Lincoln. In
Charleston.

We are a caring family who long to
share our love, home and stable,
secure life w/your baby. Your child
will have an adopted brother who is
also very anxious for a sibling. You
will be treated w/open, honest
respect. All legal adoption. Please
call Terry & Tina 1-800-225-1077.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 214

1-----f"•L•O•R•l•D•A----i

DAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD
C•O•L•O•R•A•D•O

STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAi/ER CREEK
BRECKENRIDGEllCEYSTONE
1-----N•E•V•A•D•A----i

LAS VEGAS
S•O•U•T•H C•A•B•O•L•l•K•A

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!

t •800 •SUNCHASE
ACROSS
1 Canyon sound

Classified Ad Form

5 Cross-legged
exercises
9 August forecast
14Bumbler

Name: __________________

15 50-50

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

18 Mohawk Valley

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

ROOMMATE NEEDED NOW!
$140/mo +Utilities 345-8661
-------~--1 /24
Looking for 3 Female Non-smoking roommates to live in a cool
apartment For Fall and Spring of
'94-'95!
University
Court
Apartments. Call for information
at 581-8005
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
2 FEMALE non-smoking roommates needed for Fall '94 Spring '95 semesters. University
Court Apts. Call 581-8128 for
information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Roommate needed this semester,
close to campus. You get your
own room. Call 348-5871

O Yes O No

Dates to run _______________

Ad to read:
'·

city
11 Kitchen fat
18 Shea Stadium
nine
19 Pressed one's
luck
20 Big-eared
animal
21 Vacation locale
23 In - - (ready
for release)

25 Sign of summer
2eCordage

Summer
Bmployment
Opportunities
Spend the summer in the
beautiful Catskill Mountains
of New York. Achieve a
challenging and rewarding
summer experience working in a residential camp
for adults with physical and
developmental disabilities.
Positions available: counselors, cabin leaders, program leaders. All students
are encouraged to apply.
Season dates June 6August 24. Good salary,
room and board, and some
travel allowance.
Representative will be on
campus on Feb 1 at
Student Center /Union
9-2 pm. Stop by for more
information or write Camp
Jened, P.O. Box 483, Rock
Hill, NY 12775

29 It will be printed
tomorrow
34 Gerald Ford's
birthplace
38 Banned apple
spray
38Bywayof
39 Vacation locale
42 Declare
43 Congressman
Gingrich
44Solemn
procedures
45 "--forget"
47 1959 Fiestas
song
49 Comic Charlotte
51 Outcome
54 Vacation locale
&O Have atab
61 Like gold

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

O Cash

Payment:

O Check

O Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

(914) 434-2220

CAMPUS APTS. for 2-3 students.
2 or 3 bedrooms. Some with
utilities.
CALL
CAMPU
RENTALS 345-3100 betwee
3pm-9pm.

Sublessor needed for Spring
$210 includes water, cable and
parking. Females only Please.
345-4019 Kristi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Sublessor for Spring, Male or
Female, own room, very close to
campus. Call 618-427-3782
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
Female Sublessor needed Spring
'94 and/or Summer '94. Please
call 348-1178.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27

Sublessor needed for Summer. 1
bedroom, utilities included. Re
$320 a month OBO. Call Seo
345-5174

RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY Deadline for 3 on 3 basketball'
today from 1 to 1O p.m. at the Intramural desk in the Stude
Recreational Center Lobby.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA will hold a mock-MCAT at 8 a.m. Fed. 5 .
the Life Science Building. Students wanting to take the mock-MC~
should sign up by Feb. 3 in Rooms 202A or 232 of the Life Scie
Building.
GAY/LESBIAN SUPPORT Group will hold its weekly meeting tonight
5:30 p.m. at the Counseling Center. For more information, call 58
3413.
BACCHUS WILL MEET tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Kansas Room of
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
ENGLISH CLUB MEETING will be tonight at 6 p.m. in the Lounge
Coleman Hall. Please bring $7.65 to see "Native Son" at U of I. _
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will hold a prayer meeti
tonight at 9 p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King J
University Union.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION will hold it first meeting
the semester at 7 p.m. Jan. 25 in Room 127 of Lumpkin Hall.
MATH ENERGY GENERAL meeting will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
Phipps Lecture Hall of the Science Building.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will hold a "Collegiate Brother Meeting" tonight at
p.m. in Room 017 of Lumpkin Hall. Wear letters all day.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fraternity, Inc., will hold a Spring lnvitatio
Forum at 8 p.m. Jan. 25 in the African American Cultural Cent
Business attire is mandatory.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Liturgy Prep meeti
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Newman Catholic Center.
UNIVERSITY BOARD MOVIES in the video lounge will be "Love Po.
#9" and "Heathers" from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Jan. 24-28 in the video Lou
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will hold a Parent's Weekend Meeti
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Lobby of McKinney Hall.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
any non-profit. campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFO
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is dea ·
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEAD
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may
edited for available space.

62 On-the-cob
treat
63 Ilsa of
"Casablanca"
64 Wrist movement
85 Tale starter
88 Pre-owned .
87 Army vehicles
(You're
welcome!)
88 Blue-green
69 Jolly, to the
British

DOWN
1 Brilliance
2Sharply
disagree
3 Monmouth Park
events
4-- - man out
5 Sana native
6 "Back to you"
7 Fetches
a Photographer
Adams
9 Rock of
Hollywood
10 Jazz locale
11 Muralist Joan
12 Cake decorator
13 Janet Reno ' s
home county
21 Lacquer
22 Pine
24 Associate
27 Put the finger
on
28 Is brilliant
30 Painter's
mishaps

61

64
67

Puzzle by Thomae W. Schier

55 Hip-shaking in
Kauai
56 Actress Moran
57 Rube
58TV knob
59Whale of a
movie
63 Broadway hit

46Violent
downfalls
48 Tornado part
so Orlando
attraction
52 Shareholder
53 Sleepwear item
54 - - -Hartley
Act

31 Russian
parliament
building
32 Sea swooper

33 "Broom Hilda"
creator Myers

34 Whitish gem
35 Military
command?

1964-65

37 "Wheels"
40 Late-late show
hour
41 Vacation events

WTW0·2

WCIA·3

WAND·7 17

ESPN·24

WGN·16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

Inside Edrtion
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Major Dad
College Basketball: Wings

Designing Women
NBA Basketball:

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

AndyGriffrth
Bev. Hillbillies

Fresh Prince
Blossom

The Nanny
Dave's World

Day One

Georgetown at
Pitt

Bulls at Pistons

Live from Lincoln
Center

Sisters

Movie: M.A.N.T.l.S.

Tribal Journeys

TBA
College Basketball:

Movie: The Last
Starf1ghter

Movie: To My
Daughter with Love

Murphy Brown
Love & War
Northern Exposure

Movie: My Name
is Kate

WWF Wrestling
College Basketball:
Missouri at
Silk Stalkings
Nebraska

Wisconsin at E. lllinoi

Deep Space Nine

Your Ltte in Their
Hands
Coast to Coast

News
Jay Leno

News
M"A"S"H

News
Married... (10:35)
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She Wrote

Wings
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leasing for Fall. McArthur
or Apartments two-bedroom
ished apartments. 913-917
St. 345-2231.
'---------,---'5/6
, close to campus, furnished
s for 1994-95 school year.
people per bedroom, 10 1/2
th lease, $175/mo. Call 345-

SEITSINGER APARTMENTS:
1611 9th St. 1 Block East Old
Main. 1-2 bedroom available.
completely furnished including
microwave and air Summer only.
Call 345-7136

5/6
=o=-s=-=s=--=sT=R=-=E=-=E=T=-=FR=-o=-M:-:--:c=-AMs. NICE HOU$ES, 1-6
ms, 94-95 School year. B
Enterprises 345-4463 for
"ntments.
~.,.,----,-.,....----1/28
Size refrigerators available
rent. Carlyle Rentals 348~. 820 Lincoln Street.

~;-::---,----,--.,...,-----:-5/6

ifully decorated house for 8
including washer and dryer
large lawn. 1508 - 1st St, 2
N. of O'Brien field. Aug 11 lease. $180.00 per person
ly - you pay your own utili- Call 345-2113 Eads Realty
Jan or Charlotte.
=:c:-:-:-:-=-:-:-:--:-c-:c-=---=---5/6
OMICAL! $135.00 per perper month. (lowest price near
pus!) 3 bdrm apt for 3 per. Aug. 1 to June 1 lease. 2
ks N. of EIU, partially fured. Call 345-2113 Eads
lty for Charlotte or Jan.
llApts.)
5/6
-:-::r=-:-A-:Sc:A:-:V:;-;IN"""G::-:S:::!-:H-:-e-a-:-t,-:1:-ights,
, trash and air conditioning
ded! 4 1 /2 blocks from
pus (behind Pizza Hut). 1
apts. 1 person - 1 bdrm.
.00 per month, 2 persons - 1
. $185.00 each. 11 1/2
lease. Aldo Roma Apts,
345-2113 Eads Realty for
e or Jan.
--=--:--:::---:--:--7'5/6
for 2 to 5 people for '94 Fall classes Call Marilyn ve mess. or Call 4:00 - to
345-3554

1/26
~L=EA:-:S::-:-1:-:NG-=-=F:-::O:-:::R:-F=-A:-:L-:-L '94:
2-bdrm, 4-bdrm & 5-bedrm
. 345-5022, 8a-3p ONLY
1/28
"""s"""IN-:-G:-:E:-::R:--::-RE=N:--::T::-:A-:-L-:H-:-0=-:USE:
'4 10th St. 1 1/2 blocks from
. Now leasing for Summer
and Fall 94-95. Completely
ished
including
air
ave, dishwasher & washer
dryer. Call 345-7136

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $279! Includes 12
Meals! Panama City Room With
Kitchen 8 Days $119! Cancun &
Jamaica 8 Days From $469!
Daytona $149! Key West $249!
Cocoa Beach $159! 1-800-6786386
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
BED 2510 COMP. BOOK FOR
SALE, $35. CALL 581-6541. ASK
FOR JEN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
SPRING BREAK: PANAMA CITY
- FROM $139 - OCEAN FRONTMIRACLE MILE RESORT TRANSPORTATION OPTIONAL BILL 345-6666

Found a key on chain behind
1431 9th St. Call nm 345-6915
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
Found: a photo album by Taylor.
Picture dated 1993 Please come
to Student Publications to claim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Found: a billfold containing
money in University Apartments.
Contact University Police and
identify to claim 581-3212
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Found a men's brown watch in
the Union Please claim at the
information center.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Lost: Racket in black bay at Lantz
Wednesday morning. Reward,
Call 3413
1/26

DELTA CHI OPEN HOUSE with
all you can eat Pizza and the
ladies of EIU. Tonight at the
DELTA CHI HOUSE ... 1012 Greek
Court .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE! Full 100% money-back
guarantee. Recorded message
gives details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
RUSH DELTA CHI, RUSH DELTA
CHI, RUSH DELTA CHI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27

FORGET THE REST, RUSH THE
BEST. COMING SOON AST
SPRING RUSH!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
ALPHA SIGMA TAU informal
rush. Tuesday, January 25th,
7:00pm.
and
Wednesday,
January 26th, 7:00pm in our
greek court home. Call Giovanna
581-6747 or Lori 345-5748 for
ride~ and information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
FORGET THE REST, RUSH THE
BEST. COMING SOON AST
SPRING RUSfi. ..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
RUSH DELTA CHI, RUSH DELTA
CHI, RUSH DELTA CHI.
-------,--.,---1/27
Lacrosse team is looking for players. No experience necessary.
Next practice Tues. 1/25 at ?pm
in McAfee Gym. Call Scott 3455174
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
DELTA CHI OPEN HOUSE with
all you can eat Pizza and the
ladies of EIU. Tonight at the
DELTA CHI HOUSE ... 1012 Greek
Court.
--------,----1/24
SAMANTHA MUSIAL of ALPHA
PHI: Congratulations on becoming lavaliered to SAM BAKER of
Pl KAPPA ALPHA! Love, Your
ALPHA PHI Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

Calvin

It's the 1 for $1 dea' !
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

SAMANTHA: Congratulations on
your PIKE lavalier! Love, Michelle
and Lynne
---.,.------1/24
MIKE: Good Luck with Rush!
You'll do great! Love Ya'-Carrie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
JOSTES: Congrats on getting
lavaliered (you too Ben)! It's
about time! Tau Love, Carrie.
P.S. Any day now Unes!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
DAWN WISNIEWSKI of ASTCongratulations
on
going
ACTIVE! We're proud of you!
Love, Cindi and Mike
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
Jill Vieria: Congratulations on
going active! I'm so proud of you.
Love, your Dad nm
1/24
R,,..--u-,,.s"""'H-P=-H--,-1"""D""'E.,--LT=1c-.=R-:U-=cS-,-.,..H pH I
DELT! RUSH PHI DELT! RUSH
PHI DELT! RUSH PHI DELT!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
Congratulations to Kristin
Schoononver of Tri Sigma on
your engagement to Lance
Hansland of Delta Tau Delta.
Your Sisters are very happy for
you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
SARA SHUMARD of TRI SIGMA:
You did an awesome job during
RUSH! Your Sisters appreciate
everything you've done!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

Hobbes

and

RAY: Congrats on going active!
From the most proud A-G-S,
Carrie
-...,-----,,-,-,--~--,,-,--,-~1/24
RUSH PHI DELT! RUSH PHI
DELT! RUSH PHI DELT! R,USH
PHI DELT! RUSH PHI DELT!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
Buster
and
Pickel:
Congratulations on going active!
Your TKE buddies are happy for
you! Love, Regis and Roger
-----...,----...,....----.,.1124
MELISA AND CHRIS HATCH:
We all are very happy and excited for the both of you Love, the
ASTs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

The Daily

Eastern News
accepts Visa and
Mastercard for all
your advertising
needs!

by Bill Watterson
~
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

RUSH SIG EP! RUSH SIG EP!
RUSH SIG EP! RUSH SIG EP!
RUSH SIG EP! RUSH SIG EP!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Jen Walters - Congratulations on
your new members! Don't stress,
you'll be great! Love, Amy, Kelly
and Brandie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
JEN WALTERS AND DARREN
WHITE - Congrats on getting
lavaliered. It only took a year.
Love, Amy, Brandie, & Kelly
-------,-----,--1124
KAPPA DELTA RHO: Good luck
during Rush! I know you'll do
great! Phi Sig love, Your
Sweetheart
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
PHI SIGS: Keep smiling your
beautiful smiles! Love, Cassie
.
1/24
SIG EPS: GOOD LUCK WITH
RUSH!! YOU GUYS ARE THE
BEST! LOVE, JENNIE
-=----=--,----,----==----,---,-,-1 /24
CAREY McCALEB of ALPHA
PHI: Congratulations on becoming lavaliered to TODD SANER of
Pl KAPPA ALPHA! Your Sisters
are so happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
Congratulations to Jen Walters of
Tri-Sigma on getting lavaliered to
Darren White of Delta Chi. Your
Sisters are very happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
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Doonesbury
lt/&U, I 5l3E MY
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TO 1He Off5TAGe
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

Doonesbury
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _______

_ _ _ _ Person accepting ad _ __
_ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
------~Amount

due:$ _ _ _ __

7HIS 15 R/Jl.AN/? H&/JU3Y. ARE 'fat
H<JP&l&55l.Y CONREW Al30UT
7H8 6RaAJING SCANl?AL- CAua?

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Let
The Daily
Eastern News'
CLASSIFIED
SECTION

Make
MONEY
for YOU!!

The Daily'Eute:rn Ne

ALICE I• .

~~CHAl•St

#

Jar of Flies
-~

Midnight Sale
Posttive~I
Doors open at
12:0 I A.M.
hStreet ~ $1 Off the List Price

fourt

_,

[ Records

jl

_
---._;:;;:_;

located at 4th & Lincoln
(Across from Hardee's)

ALSO

89¢

1/4 lb. Hamburger

.
99¢
1/4 lb. Cheeseburger

Limited stock
of special
editions
available

~:· OPEN

Tony's Microwave Pizzas
~ssorted

Varieties
SELECTED FIAVORS

. 2- Liter ·

4 lbs.

Shopper's Value
Sugar

$}.19
.

Exp. 1-30-94

e Daily Ea8tern News
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• From Page 16
, grabbing a 44-42 lead
r a 7-0 run.
Jordan then came alive,
ring eight straight
ther points, which gave
tern the lead for good 51with 10:23 left.
e Panthers maintained
ir lead and after a
riguez baseline jumper
tern found itself up 68with 3:39 remaining.
estern continued fightbut would never get any
er than five as the
thers hit eight of ten foul
during the final 1:27 to
out the game.
major hindrance for the
thers all season long had
their erratic shooting,
that wasn't the case in

the second half. Eastern
shot a sizzling 71 percent
from the floor during the
final 20 minutes, hitting on
15-of-21 shots.
Only two of those shot
attempts were from threepoint range though, so th~
Panthers went more to the
higher percentage inside
game rather than throwing
up the lower percentage
long-range bombs.
"We don't need to take a
lot of three-point shots right
now," said Samuels. "Our
shot selection was better,
our kids had their feet set,
and we got some easier shots
by transitions.
"Rebounding also helps
_your shooting percentage,
because when you get the
·second shots those are gen-

erally higher percentage
shots than the first shots,
and we had 19 offensive
rebounds."
The Panther defense also
rose to the occasion, holding
Western's leading scorer,
Garrick Vicks to 10 points
and 11 rebounds on 1-of-9
shooting.
Vicks came into the game
averaging 17 .5 points-pergame.
"I thought Louis did a
very good job (on Vicks),"
said Samuels. "He had eight
offensive rebounds but he
didn't get baskets out of
those things . I thought we
did a pretty good job of
blocking him off.
"We had to come and play,
and it was a good effort on
our kids' part."

~arty's
Lunch & Dinner Special:

Grilled BBQ Chicken
w/potato salad & baked beans
(may substitute Marty's fries) $299!

$3 Pitchers (Lite, GD)
Tonite: 3 for 1 Chili Dogs

A
g

NCAA & Bulls B-Ball
Headquarters , _.._,___

UNIVERSITY BOARD SUBWAY COMMITTEE
presents

COMEDIAN

KEN SEVARA
WHEN: Thursday, Jan 27

BPM
• From Page 16

k" last week, is the
's top scorer averaging
points per game.
Lady Panther's will be
'on this Thursday night
t conference opponent
ois-Chicago. The 7:30

p.m. contest will be held at
Lantz Gym.
Beck, a sophomore from
Lawrenceburg, Ind., is out
indefinitely with a knee
injury she suffered in a game
versus Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
She was averaging 5.6
points and 5.3 rebounds per

game. She is also the team
leader in blocked shots with
17 in 12 games.
In her place, freshman ·
Sarah Probst has started and
is second on the team in scoring, averaging 7.6 points per
game and is averaging 4.3
per game.

WHERE: Rathske11er - Union
HOW MUCH:
Students s1 00
.General Public s3oo

1111

YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOPPING
FOR THE BEST COMEDY!! .

5:00 p. m.
in the Greek Court House
' Meet Rides in lobbies of
Carman, Thomas and
Taylor at 5:00 p . m.
FOR INFO CAL:L:.: 58~1509
f!

Sigma Nu Fratermty

Fraternity Spring Rush Starts Tonight!
Rush Schedules are as follows:
AX-

.CJti .

6:00 ' NJ you C8,Il e~ ,plz1a withe
111.dies of P:I\J "

~

i

6:00 Mexican EieSta, f~tul'ing

'Taco.Bell
7:00 Supet~
., ypu c(ln

""·

l>fe:.Party w/all
, Subway

7t00 Fonnal moker

~~~J;.~:!JZ!O . ,,..~

.

~

lU;<.I> -Delta Sigma Pfti
~on. '

.s,oo

:tylex~can C,asinq'.Night, ·•

featuri'tlg foodfro:tn
W$$lba
Tti~. 6:00 Allyou can eat qStix"J>izza
Wed. 6:00 Pearl Dinner
~ ·"
Thu. 7:00 Smoker

t\T~-Delta Tau Delta
'.Mon. ,, 6:00 Steakand Sbnmp.Kapobs
tl'ue. ·5:00 Taco Tuesday
6;00 J?eli ~i~h~W/tbe J:¥'1ts
Thu. 7:00 FormatSmoker
34$-8222 f

Wep,,

"'

~-~

~ ~P-J:appa pel~Rgg
M'on.' 6:00 Papa JcibnstPizzaNight
Tue.

6:00 Bfimpies.Sub Night

Wed. 6:00 Homemade U),c6 Night
Thu. · "6:00 Formal Smoker

509 Lincoln, across from Old Mrun
"

345·KDR4

sst-6893, ·3454907 (Em)

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Jason Haier (Interfraternity Council Vice-President of Rush) at 581-6531
~~~~:"'"'""'·..,,...,..,_.,'!llll.,.~OQlll'lill!!A!llli"'!!CMM_,.
Ml!
_IUaP1*-Rl44-t&--"":;:c~"'*41~~""
·4118""'"'1!&""Wlll'llWWW. Mt_,.
_..,._,ilil'iil'OWl
l lW!1i'i!lllJA_

_ _61!1_M
. l • t •·1
MWWWll!l'llI !llllt!l<!!illl:'C_ _ _ _ _AIH•RF---- 1 - - 1 1 < 4_4 __111"""
·,....~'"'

~~
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SIGMA
SPRING 1994 RUSH EVENTS

Monday, January 24 -

La Bamba Night! ~\_ A
Come by the
Sima Pi House
for all you can eat
Burritos from
La Bamba!

MONDAY, JANUARY 24 ·

ALL YOU CAN
EAT LABAMBA
Where: GREEK COURT
When: 6:00-9:00
CASUAL DRESS

LX

Serving starts at 6p.m.

YOU'LL FIND IT HERE!!

All events are at 956 6th Street

Call 345- 9523 or 348- 5413
For rides or info.

For rides & Info call 6803 or 6824 ·

The Delt Difference

LlTLl

•

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS

Spring Rush 1994

v~~l8Wf World Co.

Monday, January 24
6:00 p.m.
Steak & Kabobs Shrimp Night

\\/alt Disney World Co. rcprcsl'ntalivl's will he on campus to present
an in1<mnation session for t:ndergraduatc Students on the
Walt Disney World Sl ·~1!'v1ER/FALL '91i C<)lll'gc Program.

•V

All events will
take place at the Delt Shelter
1707 Ninth Street.

"1; ! .-WHEN: Monday, Feb. 7 ·
7:30pm

WHERE: Coleman Hall Auditorium

Please don't hesitate to call
if you have any questions
or need a ride to the shelter.
348-8222
or
348-0473

Attendance at this presentation
is required to interview for the
Summer/ Fall '94 College Program.
lnll'rvic:ws will ht• he ld o n Tuesday,
Feb. H, 199 1 The follow ing majo rs·
arc e ncouraged to atte nd: All 111 a jor~
w l'icrn ne .

For more information
Contact: Place ment Center
Phone: 581 -2411
I

© The Walt Disney Co.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

iS>~Kappa

Delta Rho~~

Spring Rush '94

.

Time: 6:00 - 9:00 Tonight
Event: "Papa john's Pizza Night"
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

-

Place: KDR House (Across the street from Old Main, in between Ike's anc;f Midas)
For Rides and Info call 345-I<DR4

Stop by and .}earn what we're all about
Tradition

Brotherhood

Excellence

e Daily Eastern News
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alias returning
o promised land
RVING, Texas (AP) y Johnson is a prophet
a healer.
rue to Johnson's word,
Dallas Cowboys beat San
ncisco on Sunday and
ded to their second
·ght Super Bowl against
Buffalo Bills.
d Emmitt Smith, whose
ated shoulder was proced "healed" by Johnson
Tuesday, dominated the
21 victory with 144 net
in the first half when
Cowboys took a 28-7
I've been talking all
" Johnson told his team
r the game. "If you're
na talk the talk, you
walk the walk. Thanks
ou guys, y'all did the
·s week I'm not gonna
a word, but you know
I feel. All I gotta say is
'bout them Cowboys!"
erall, Smith rushed for
ards and caught seven
es for 85 yards as the
ys made it even easier
Johnson's prediction

Thursday night on a local
radio show - he· said the
game would be close for three
quarters and the Cowboys
would break it open in the
fourth.
They did it two quarters
earlier, scoring touchdowns
on four of their five first-half
possessions and breaking
loose with two TDs in less
than four minutes after the
Niners had tied it at 7-all on
the first play of the second
quarter.
They added a fourth touchdown with 58 seconds left in
the half and then held off
San Francisco in the second
half after Troy Aikiiian was
knocked out of the -game
when hit in the head by
Dennis Brown's knee.
It hardly mattered.
Aikman's replacement,
Bernie Kosar, hit a 42-yard
TD pass to Alvin Harper to
open a 21-point lead just 3:23
after the Niners cut it to 14
points and seemingly grabbed the momentum on a 4yard TD run by Ricky
Watters.

'ke it or not, the ,
ills .will try again
RCHARD PARK, N.Y. in our own mind."
) - Sorry, America, the
The Chiefs, who lost in
are back and Joe's not. their first championship
he Buffalo Bills ad- game since the 1969 seaed to an unprecedented son, and Montana, 4-0 in
h straight Super Bowl Super Bowls, were kept offSunday, beating Joe balance by Buffalo's aggrestana and the Kansas sive defense, led by Smith
Chiefs 30-13.
and linebacker Darryl
at much of the nation Talley.
side of western New
The .Bills knocked Montk feared - the only team ana from the game early in
ose three consecutive the third quarter, while
per Bowls, heading to Kansas City's defense kept
ta to try again - came groping at Thomas, who
because Thurman rushed for 186 yards - 131
as was unstoppable.
by halftime - and three
1you can ask in life is touchdowns.
ave an opportunity,"
"We believed in ourselves
Pro defensive end Bruce and the organization,"
ith said . "We have an Thomas said.
rtunity and we're going
"We hung together as a
e advantage of it."
team.
dded quarterback Jim
"Going into the Super
y, "I think nearing the Bowl, we know what it
of the week, more peo- takes. We know the miswere turning toward us tak~s we can eliminate. You
saying, 'You guys have have to rank this right up
omplished a lot and if there with when we beat
guys get there, we'll be the Raiders in 1990 . For
Hing for you.' We don't this one, a lot of people
e to prove anything to didn't want us back. But
ybody. We're champions our job is not done yet."

eport says Harding
ted husband dead
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - one of them before about
nya Harding approached being a bodyguard to protect
omen about "bumping her from her husband, but
her former husband dur- now she wanted them to
g their separation last knock Gillooly out of the picmer after she suspected · ture altogether. They were
m of stealing her truck, astounded. She said that
cording to a report pub- most people wanted $100,ed Sunday.
000 for this kind of job
"She was furious," the because of who she was.
egonian newspaper rep- They laughed it off, but they
d. "She told two men - had no doubt she was serie people she worked out ous.
th at an eastside gym,
"A few days later she
e people she barely knew amended her offer," the
that she wanted (Jeff) paper said, based on inforooly taken care of. They mation from one of the two
ren't sure what she men, who declined to be
ant. She had approached identified.

Son
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15 tans/$25
unlimited tans/month
$25
If you're tired of Lantz gym
attitudes come lift in a real gym!
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On the Square's N.E. Corner
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- 1994 Intramural Sports Champions
- 1994 Presidents Award Winner
- 1994 Peterson Award Winner for
Outstanding Sigma Chi Chapters
- 1994 Highest Active Member GPA

·Round trip c11artef9d molOr coach. '

•Inter-Campus Programs 1.0./Discount

'
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YOU'LL FIND IT HERE!!
For rides & Info Call 6803 or 6824

~
,

For Reservationsfl
or In~fJlation ~
Tony 348-0054 o~
Darryl 345-7176
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Want to sell
something?
Want that right job?
Looking for that
perfect roomate?
Have you lost
. something?

, The Daily
Eastern News
Classifieds

Episcopal Camp,u~s
Ministry
Ne-wman Cent-et
Every Wednesday at 5:15
we wHI be having
mass in the
Neoga.Room (3rd floor)
in the

Martin Luther King
Union
Phone: 348-0188
909 E. Lincoln, Charleston
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Eastern tops Western on roa
By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

•

It wasn't exactly a battle of
behemoths between the
Panthers and Western Ill.1no1s.
After all, the Leathernecks
were coming into the game
winless in Mid-Continent
play during a season in
which they return only one
letterman from the previous
year.

Disregarding the new faces
for Western this year, the
Panthers played smart, energetic road basketball, beating
the Leathernecks 78-68 in
Macomb Saturday night.
The Western 12 man roster
includes six junior college
transfers and four freshmen
after seven would-be returners either transferred, quit or
were ruled academically ineligible during the off-season.
Andre Rodriguez scored 21

points and had seven
rebounds for the Panthers
and Louis Jordan chipped in
15 points and eight boards as
Eastern won its lOOOth
career basketball game.
The victory evens out the
Panthers' overall record this
season at 6-6, along with a 23 conference mark, but more
importantly, gives Eastern
some confidence and reassurance.
"I think this is one of our

best efforts in some time,"
said Panther coach Rick
Samuels. "We are back to
where we were earlier in the
season on road games. We
were smart with the ball, we
used the shot clock, we got
people open for good jump
shots, and we made free
throws down the stretch
when we needed to make
them."
Eastern bolted out to an
early 7-2 lead, but early foul

trouble to Jordan, Darr
Young and Michael Slaug
slowed the Panthers. R
riguez collected 12 points
five offensive rebounds in
first half, though, and E
em led at the break 29-28.
The Panthers came out
the second half and too
42-37 lead after a Curtis
lay-up with 15:34 rema·
But"the Leathernecks ha
• Continued on Page 1

Panthers playing Eastern
at home tonight woillen
fall ag

By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

Honest. No fooling.
There will be a home
game at Lantz Gym
tonight.
After rough winter
weather forced two attempts at an EasternAustin Peay game to be
canceled last week, the
Panthers will host Wisconsin-Green Bay tonight
at 7:35 p.m.
The Phoenix come into
the game with a 12-4 overall record, and a 4-1 mark
in the Mid-Continent
Conference, but will be
without the services of
leading scorer Logan
VanderVelden, who was
File photo averaging 12.5 points-perKurt Comer ponders his next move during a victory over Indiana game.
State at Lantz Gym last month.
Wisconsin-Green Bay

had a nine-game winning
streak snapped at Wright
State Saturday, getting
downed 53-51, but something to watch for is the
defense. The Phoenix have
the second stingiest defense in the nation, allowing their opponents only
54.3 points per game and
a 38 percent field goal percentage.
"Their defense doesn't
allow any easy shots," said
Panther coach Rick Samuels. "So it's a must to be
patient and be smart with
the ball. And the thing
that makes them good is
they have eight seniors.
"Even though those
kids have been role players, they've played a lot of
basketball for (them). And
Wisconsin-Green Bay's
been a very good team."

Wrestlers place five in weekend invite
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff wrtter

Coach Ralph McCausland
and his wrestling team spent
more than 13 hours at the
University of Miami (Ohio)
Saturday. But not even an
extremely long tournament
can slow this team down.
Eastern placed five wrestlers in the top four at the
Redskin Open this past weekend. The Panthers are beginning to gain momentum as
they prepare for the second
half of their season in which
they will compete in five dual

meets before heading to
regionals in March.
McCausland was pleased
with his team's performance,
especially since the tournament conditions were less than
spectacular.
"It was a good weekend, but
it was an awfully long tournament," McCausland said.
Wrestlers had to wait longer
than usual between matches,
making it hard to ·stay fresh,
McCausland said. The lack of
mats probably contributed to
the length of the tournament,
according to McCausland.
"I think we were sluggish,

''I

twas a good
weekend, but it was
an awfully long
tournam,ent."
-Ralph McCausland
Wrestling coach
but I think that had to do with
the time that we were in the
gym," McCausland said. "It
was tough to keep it going. You
get tired. You get cooled down.

Then you have tO warm up all
over again. It takes a little bit
of enjoyment out of going to a
tournament."
Joe Daubach won the 142pound weight class with a 3-0
record. Daubach finished third
at the Redskin Open last year.
Darnell Thomas was the
runner-up at 158 pounds for
Eastern.
Senior Rich Murray finished
third at 177 pounds for the
second consecutive year. Also,
Brian Klene (142) and Tony
Duncan (190) finished fourth
· in their respective weight
classes.

Leathernecks sink Eastern s"Wim teams
By JOHN COX
Staff writer

Saturday's home swimming meet against Western
Illinois was more like a hard
practice that just happened
to be scored.
Eastern coach Ray Padovan knew Western had a
superior swim squad and
told his team to compete
with the Leathernecks as
much as they could.
"The meet was good nor
bad, it was just a meet. We
got some good swims mixed
in there," Padovan said.
"They were tough. We knew
that.

"Their women are good.
They didn't lose too much
and they added a whole lot.
They are much, much better
than they were a year ago."
Western won the men's
meet by a score of 159 to 83
while the Lady Pan the rs
lost 144 to 92. But the score
was really the last thing on
Padovan's mind.
The game plan was to
swim for good times. But for
a few Panthers, a good time
was coupled with a rare first
place.
"First places aren't necessarily good swims. Time
means more in relation to
what they've done up to this

point in the season," Padovan said. "Annell Metzger
swam real well, I thought,
in both of her distance
events."
Metzger took one of three
first-place finishes for the
women in the 1000 free
(11:22.04) and a second
place in the 500 free
(5:32.29).
Heather Hofman notched
a first place in the 200
breaststroke (2:37.68) while
Shelley Untersee swam to
Eastern's last first place in
the 200 backstroke (2:20.11).
Taff Nielsen won the
men's only first place in the
200 back (2:00.72).

"Taff did a pretty good job.
He went 1:59 last week but
he was a little more jacked
up but that was a good
swim. He's on a good progression," Padovan said.
"Matt Lotito swam real well.
We swam him in something
different, the 200 free,
which he hasn't swam all
year, looking for a relay
spot. He did a real nice job."
Lotito's second-place finish in the 200 free (1:51.96)
was Eastem's best individual finish.
The Eastern men also put
together. a first-place finish
in the final event, the 400
free relay (3:27.48).

By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

Without starting ce
ter Missy Beck, th
women's basketball te
suffered its second co
secutive defeat, 71-56
Wright State.
The game was tied
halftime thanks to a la
first half charge.
With about five min
utes left in the first h
two Lori Collins fre
throws gave Wright Sta
a 28-23 advantage.
But a three-pointer b
freshman guard Christ·
ine Bochnak and a layu
from junior guard Nick
Polka helped to even th
score at 34 before th
halftime buzzer sounded.
During the second ha!(
Eastern (2-12, 1-6) jum
ed out to a 40-37 lea
with 12:40 remaining·
the contest.
Unfortunately, that'
when the Lady Panthe
machine experience
some mechanical prob·
lems.
In an eight-minut
span, the Lady Raide
(9-6, 4-3) went on a 20·
run, including a 13-0
at one point, to agai
deny the Lady Panthers
victory.
With 2:29 left in th
game, life was once ag ·
restored to the Lad
Panthers as senior guard
Shannon Baugh nailed
jumper, which cut Wrig
State's lead to 63-54.
But then the Lad
Raiders put the game ou
of reach by scoring the
next six points en route
to the 15-point victory.
Wright State's Joy
Westendorf led all scorers
with a 25-point perfor·
mance.
Not surprisingly, Eastern was led in scoring by
Baugh who poured in a
team high 18 points,
while Polka chipped in 13
points. Baugh, who was
named the Mid-Continent
Conference "Player of the
• Continued on Page 13

